Prominent Businesses. Powerful Stories.

TYCOR CONSTRUCTION • ARKANSAS MUTUAL INSURANCE • ARKANSAS PROTECTION SERVICES • CENTRAL BAPTIST COLLEGE • CRANFORD JOHNSON ROBINSON WOODS • DALE CARNEGIE TRAINING OF THE MID-SOUTH • THE DESIGN GROUP • GADBERRY FINANCIAL GROUP • GOLDSTAR COURIERS & LOGISTICS • THE OXFORD AMERICAN • PARAMOUNT METAL SYSTEMS • SNELL PROSTHETIC & ORTHOTIC LABORATORY • 20TH CENTURY CLUB’S LODGE • APARTMENT HUNTERS • ARKANSAS STATE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE/ASSOCIATED INDUSTRIES OF ARKANSAS • ARKANSAS SURGICAL HOSPITAL • BANCORPSOUTH • CENTRAL ARKANSAS LIBRARY SYSTEM • DORSEY & COMPANY • DOW BUILDING SERVICES • ENDZEND BUSINESS SOLUTIONS • FLEX 360 • JOHNSON, SMITH & ASSOCIATES • MITCHELL COMMUNICATIONS GROUP • MITCHELL, WILLIAMS, SELIG, GATES & WOODYARD • PREMIER STAFFING • SC ROOFING & EXTERIORS • RON SHERMAN PRODUCTIONS • STANDARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS • WEBSTER UNIVERSITY • WRIGHT, LINDSEY & JENNINGS
Paramount Metal Systems: Performance + Satisfaction

PARAMOUNT METAL SYSTEMS is a design-build contractor that specializes in pre-engineered steel structures and metal roof systems for both new construction, and retrofit roofing solutions for existing structures.

Paramount’s fast experience serves a multitude of markets that include an extensive portfolio of commercial, industrial, and institutional projects for both the private developer and public sectors. Its national exposure includes such clients as Oak Ridge National Laboratory (a Department of Energy Lab), Lowe’s, Home Depot, Toyota, University of Arkansas, City of Houston and Public Storage, to name a few.

Paramount’s innovative system designs, along with unparalleled installation, have produced award-winning building and roof systems. Its use of engineered steel structures and roofing systems for new construction is the platform that also complements the company’s ability to provide sustainable Retrofit systems to existing roofs and walls on virtually any structure.

Those familiar with the business acknowledge Paramount’s personnel as some of the foremost authorities in the steel construction industry. With more than a century of experience, its extensive background in design, manufacturing, and installation offers the construction community one call for a successful project.

Engineering
Paramount understands what it takes to give value to the client. Its staff is dedicated to providing the most efficient and cost-effective design for each project, while providing responsive field support during the construction phase.

Paramount is a service-oriented company. The team is unbolted by traditional industry design methods, which allows for alternative creativity. By value engineering every project, Paramount handles all aspects of the design process.

Retrofit Roof Systems
Retrofit roofing is becoming more viable every day. Today Paramount can encapulate old roofs using light-gauge framing and metal panels, replacing the traditional removal and discarding of an existing roof. This creates controlled owners or developers with cost-effective solutions to meet their project requirements for both design and function. As a market leader in light-gauge systems design, Paramount’s affiliation with VP Buildings and Roof Systems enhances its design and estimating abilities using proprietary resources.

Building decision makers can rely on Paramount to provide a complete system solutions – on time and within budget.

Paramount Metal Systems can also assist in low-rise construction projects with traditional primary structural design.

Recent additions in innovative solutions have expanded the company’s system capabilities to provide cost-effective alternatives for all types of low-rise construction.

Energy Efficient Solutions
Today, there are many questions on how to reduce our energy dependencies. Paramount answers those questions and provides solutions through expertise in solar, rainwater harvesting and above sheathing ventilation. Paramount Metal Systems was selected as the prime design/build contractor to Oak Ridge National Laboratory for recent application of cool metal roofing and the ASV system to one of its structures at their facility. Results indicated as much as a 70 percent reduction of the radiant heat flux to the existing 50-year-old structure.

Proven Performance
Successful projects require proven relationships. Paramount builds a team with camaraderie and respect. Its knowledge and strengths are supported by affiliations with proven industry leaders that provide an overall expertise on which the client and design professionals can rely.

Its staff requires the best of themselves and only works with the best business to ensure quality and performance.

Paramount’s knowledge of business is unparalleled in the industry and is trusted by hundreds of satisfied clients. Their values of dependability and satisfaction are what create trust and a successful project completed.
“Experience the success of a quality project, with a view from the top!”

Paramount Metal Systems
Design/Build Steel Structures & Roof Systems

www.paramountmetalsystems.com
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